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Hello! this is a test.



‘Hello! this is a test.’ started from questions around voice, how 
a generalised voice might be conceived, whose voice might set the 
standard of clear communication, whose message gets through. The 
text began with a selection from the Harvard Sentences, a corpus 
of 720 short statements developed for use in testing audio output, 
stability and consistency in VOIP, telephone and other systems, 
that have been used to assess the effectiveness of voice synthesis 
and voice scanning tools. Phrases from the Modified Rhyme Test, 
and  panphones were then added. The Modified Rhyme Test is an 
intelligibility test using sets of 6 monosyllabic words that differ in 
initial or final consonant. It is used to test intelligibility of speech 
over communication systems. A panphone is a sentence or passage 
of speech that uses all the phonemes of that spoken language (usually 
in as short a space as possible).  

This collage of elements was read aloud to an Android tablet and 
converted into a new text using Google speech-to-text software. 
The new text was read back to the tablet and a second conversion 
was performed. The resulting text then had punctuation added. The 
installed Google speech-to-text software in part matches audio input 
to words stored on the user’s Google account, meaning that proper 
nouns and other familiar items can appear in the text conversions. 
Questions of signal and noise, of message sent and message received, 
of the relationship of different voices to who and what is heard run 
through the project.

The work was developed initially as a contribution to the symposium 
A Voice and Something Else, Aberystwyth University, January 2014. 
The performance and text underwent further treatment for Salon de 
Textes, Edition 2, curated by Delpha Hudson in Penzance, Cornwall 
(April 2014). Following a call from Nathan Jones for contributions 
to a book sprint, as part of ‘Torque #2: The Act of Reading’ at Tate 
Liverpool in February 2015, an edited version was published in The 
Opticon: A Newspaper on Privacy and Surveillance. An audio version 
formed the core of a piece for radio commissioned by Soundart Radio 
as their contribution (season 46, no. 834) for the radia.fm network, 
first broadcast in March 2021.





Localise the larynx, if  you mumble your picture will crack, will 
gamble deviantly, though little charity can tell her board what 
to do. Rattle jobs while tailor, to brighten little tattler, night 
toiler. Hell, if  I were to tell the death of  wells, now we will tell 
Will again, tomorrow people, here pigskin chair.

The walk alone wrangler rubs on; where were they when I 
started to be a pack rider? Oh Margaretta, the colour of  the 
day with Todd I find the same. To YouTube, part 2, no stable 
page. Thank you again little Joy, oh when with English college 
now we will face any bacon.

The Prince, Lord Portishead, shot off reverend words and 
Brady checked the bedroom for loose wards judged pure. 
Rowan’s green marred by burn beyond crew maritime time 
no pain again acting on crew with green reed.

Will I need more empathic crag for Victoria to grow pilchard 
chicken with good speed, and think No. 23 reborn will go 
meet the weather today fisher. The young girl Dave knows as 
‘dinkier bomb’ does maybe make her love she called anew, one 
man many times, now we will; they made mocking see.

Oh please call teller after bringing things with performance 
door before French fresh low hung litter cow-licks. Ho, Lucy 
you and maybe I am a croaker book. When you hear about 
it come agleam to know will the glazier again here here print 
dollars for a head shop.

Then perching, tell Robert what to do, they told wide tile 
price, my little tail plait telephone. It’s easy to tell boredom, 
the well-known we will tell swinging better than spiced and 
benign think.

A



Anyone will save silicone. Hear hear, the prince Gordon. It 
had the top of  every word or phrase. The beach withdrew, it’s 
Gordon’s pizza pie with ice cream. The same ray 30 times to 
know when will a baby name against Wiggins.

Please call Dover, cross bringing Sinclair with her store 
chicks and room crutch, of  low hue. Christine’s chicks probe 
bluetooth maybe if  Roger matches ours. When you hear the 
bell come quickly when we will be here again, here, here.



Awed by every word and phrase, thickset its true, you ordered 
pizza in High Wycombe, fine cream in Bedford St. Stray time 
now will save on owing or can actually join them with grace. 
Reed will need more plastic to make the big toy frog for kids.

Football prone brown lands at end of  term where the women 
with carter music played, on my way to talk to Nicola at border 
of  the day with birds and tank theme tune. Richer parties now 
will page winnings mixed joy of  drifting miller, acting now 
what will they think.

Chicken spoon-feeds and an interim 3 in redbrick we will go 
another metre with Sarah. At the train station the young girl 
gave no clearer balm, so bodes victory to uncoil a chequer-room 
wall. Adamant, I may any time now, I will say my name again.

The pleasure of  stone company, before time in white-collar 
ward an arm-worn label boredom. Lovefilm (GM) to groom, 
it’s there restrain the words with cube at 22. Lead’s going now, 
come here later at the end of  the month. The pleasure of  your 
company at what time I ought to enjoy it, and take the comb, 
bee, choral pitch. Clutter, email label trauma, born in the 
room above a white field, an empty room segment.

Is the Pink’un too good a man to crow there with broom 
muscle? A live tune now getting away from my Blue Riviera, 
with low pressure the loss makes it rain. Clear my tiny outline 
rows now. We will think, thanks again.

Bolt-on wrangler. Often, where were they in the night when 
the movie started. To play on wells, later to talk, good luck on 
the way with the same, same to me beach party. Now we will 
say thanks again; let her know everything, letter now, will they 
think again.

B



Please call Stella; I have to bring the whisker from the floor 
stockroom. Pitch acquisition hopes bias. Live on 66, love the 
blue hue. Demo bandsman pro, brother Bob, when you hear 
the bells come quickly.

Act on the border with great reed will need more plastic. Make 
a Victoria sponge from chicken cooper, and new red bag. We 
will go meet there Wednesday at the train station. Young girl 
skates nuclear bomb. Does Victoria make alarm to call no one.

Any time now we will find my name again in pleasure. Swan 
company, what ultimately to enjoy the time on fancy share 
with pale mohair. Rubble born rude laugh celebrate the room, 
cheek the data from you soon.

Little poets and all the others, what a to do, glacial cold tales 
of  ice. William Little, tailor, in plaid. Hello! this is a test. Tell 
Dover the world knows. We will tell Wiggins and man the pier. 
Hush, groaning buckets saying nothing.


